
CROWN CORK 5 FORCES MODEL

Crown Holdings, Inc. managers can use Porter Five Forces to understand how the five competitive forces influence
profitability and develop a strategy for enhancing Crown Holdings, Inc. competitive advantage and long term profitability
in Packaging & Containers industry.

Bargaining Power of Buyers Buyers are often a demanding lot. Stick to the strategy Connelly had done for the
past 32 years, due to its success. Business Strategy: Crowns business strategy was predominantly focused on
their core competencies, flexibility and quick adaptability to customers needs effort was on growth segments
beverages. Connelly revived Crown, Cork and Seal, and when he stepped up to become president of the
company, the company was on the verge of bankruptcy. By experimenting with product designs using
different materials so that if the prices go up of one raw material then company can shift to another. Bottlers
could not carry directly competing brands, however. By analyzing all the five competitive forces Crown
Holdings, Inc. The threat of a substitute product or service is high if it offers a value proposition that is
uniquely different from present offerings of the industry. Crown Holdings, Inc. The war drove residents of
Johannesburg out of the city and forced the Castle Brewery to close for almost a year. Rivalry among the
Existing Competitors If the rivalry among the existing players in an industry is intense then it will drive down
prices and decrease the overall profitability of the industry. They can identify game changing trends early on
and can swiftly respond to exploit the emerging opportunity. Plastics are a threat for the coming years, and in
the United States, beverage manufacturers consolidated from 8, to , which shows a major decrease. Marketing
and Service: Since there was nearly no differentiation at the product level, Crown focused on providing
high-levels of customer service to provide fast technical assistance and problem solving in person, at the
plants. On October 11, , a war broke out between British colonial forces and Dutch and Huguenot settlers
known as Boers. Here are a few key strategies that Connelly used in the revival of Crown, Cork and Seal:
Product-Line: o Exiting the oil can segment when fiber foil came in. International Strategy: Firms seeking
international business wish to have international revenues grow enough that domestic revenues are not the
overwhelming majority. Also by deciding to stick with steel cans till they were able to save premium costs
charged by only few suppliers of Aluminum. Crown also set out to plug its cash drains by ending preferred
dividends and repurchasing stock. Large market of Can manufactures high competition Tough price
competition between manufacturers Fixed-costs are high for manufacturers. They were customer driven and
focused on maintaining close customer relationships with improved speed, quality, efficiency, and flexibility.
Not relying on an economies of scale, they avoid being dependent on the quantity demanded by Buyers, so
they were not severely affected when buyers started making their own cans, whereas other can producers took
a major hit. Plant managers were given responsibility for plant profitability including allocating costs. An
example of this would be Crown exiting from the oil can market instead of spending resources on competing
in this changing market. One of the lessons Crown Holdings, Inc. By building economies of scale so that it can
lower the fixed cost per unit. They designed equipment to specifically meet the needs of soft drink producers
and improved printing lines to allow for quick design changeover to accommodate JIT delivery. Due to
Crown, Cork and Seal being a small producer, and developed a product line built around the companys
traditional strengths, Connelly was able to make these changes to the company. Buyers have a lot of leverage,
many substitutes are available which limits price and reduces long-term demand, few suppliers, barriers are
moderate, and rivalry in the business makes it unattractive to new entrants. Production Process: In , Crown had
a serious problem related to antiquated machinery and poorly located manufacturing facilities. How Crown
Holdings, Inc. International Strategy: Connelly focused on growth in developing countries with pioneer rights,
allowing national management, and recycling older equipment to these nations. They focused on reducing
mistakes to improve efficiency and reduce costs. Crown could save costs by transferring outdated domestic
production equipment to these new plants abroad. Related Interests. Developing dedicated suppliers whose
business depends upon the firm. Dolan et al. Connelly changed the vision, emphasized cost efficiency, quality
and customer service. Franchised bottlers could decide whether to participate in test marketing efforts, local
advertising campaigns and promotions, and new package introductions although they could only use. Product
choices: Crown recognized its core competencies and focused on only two products: tinplated cans and
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crowns. It will reduce the bargaining power of the buyers plus it will provide an opportunity to the firm to
streamline its sales and production process. Threats of Substitute Products or Services When a new product or
service meets a similar customer needs in different ways, industry profitability suffers. By growing in less
developed countries they saw great opportunities for future revenue whereas for their competitors those places
were too small. After 20 years of consistent growth, the company had emerged as a major force in both the
domestic and international metal container markets see Exhibit 1.


